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Meeting Notes 

Virtual Meeting on Zoom Thursday 16th July 2020 

This was our second virtual meeting, using Zoom software to log on to a group meeting enabling us 
all to see each other and chat about history much as we would if meeting at the church. This method 
of meeting is necessary while the country is governed by 
health care regulations created to minimise risk of spreading 

the current pandemic Covid-19 virus. 

Attendees: David Anderson, Paul Malloy, Mervyn Bright, 
Joyce Lewis, Jeanne MacWillson, Colin Cutler, Anne Dyster, 
Heather Cutler 
 
Apologies: Clare Maslen 

1. Heather welcomed everyone to this strange form of meeting, which is now becoming much the 
norm for office workers, school children and families and social groups to meet without 

physical contact. 

2. The notes from the last meeting had been made available online and there were no 
corrections.  

a. The missing meeting notes from the 20th February 2020 had been created and made 
available online. 

b. Heather had now joined the communityarchives.org.uk website which has a range of 
interesting models of history groups and also funding opportunities through associated 
websites. It is recommended members have a look as and when they have time. 

c. Colin reported the church is now open for services, subject to constraints on 
communion and singing, in line with Government and the Bishop’s regulations. 

3. Paul reported:  
a. That he had contacted Roderick Braithwaite of Yelding Suffolk, with whom he had 

been working on church graffiti including visits by him to All Saints’ and Paul to similar 
Suffolk churches. Roderick was also hoping to come to Terling Place and Lord 
Rayleigh had agreed to make suitable arrangements with his Archivist for an after 
lockdown visit by Roderick to view the cedar trees planted in the grounds as part of a 
project at Mill Hill School. However, Paul reported, having recently phoned Roderick, 
that Roderick was now not well, or now travelling at all, and the lockdown caused by 
Covid was not helping. Paul will be writing to Roderick who seems quite lonely in his 
village. 

b. The online Oldest Footage of London Ever https://youtu.be/O_me3NrPMh8 sent to 

members as a lockdown interest item was appreciated. He also learned from a 
connected film of oldest photographs https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4KVgiIfg6o 
that the first ‘selfie’ photograph was by Robert Cornelius in 1839!  

c. Paul lives in Garnett’s Mead and he wondered if Mervyn or others could help with 
information about the name. Paul has found a William Garnett on the electoral role, 

https://youtu.be/O_me3NrPMh8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m4KVgiIfg6o
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who lived in Terling. Are there others and who was William? How many more roads 
were named after villagers, such perhaps Norman Hill, Meg (Peg) Millar’s Lane and so 
on. Paul to email Mervyn. 

4. Anne, Joyce and Paul advised;  
a. there had been no response to the call for Terling tales in the last Parish News, 

although Marion Royce and Daphne Parris were to be keen according to Jeanne, but 
they did not wish to be approached at this time of Covid concerns. The idea had 
however been that because of lockdown constraints people might wish to write rather 
than meet. Colin added that it may be that the readers of the online version are 
perhaps not those of older years who might be inclined to respond. 

b. Following on from publication on the web of Mervyn’s recent and very informative 
family story, Anne has started to chronicle the Thurgood family in the villages. She had 
been reticent as neither she nor brother Peter have children, but reading Mervyn’s 
book made her realise that as the Thurgood story was very long term and integral part 
of the community it would be a shame if it was lost and someone doing similar “just to 
enjoy doing it”.. 

c. Heather advised that just before lockdown Clare Maslen had been given a superb 
hand-made book, Terling A Common Place Book. [This was shown at the meeting]. 
The book was from 1975 and showed every aspect of the village life in both hand-
picture and hand-written calligraphic formats. This might be of particular interest to the 
Terling Tales group. 

i. The book had been stored at Sarah White’s house and was in danger of being 
discarded when she moved to a care home. Thankfully, her carer had realised 
the value to the village and had known Clare.  

ii. For the archive (item 24) every page has been photographed. The book has a 
felt covered slipcase made when the book was, but this has suffered some little 
damage in the last 45 years. To protect from further damage Bob Isted has 
offered to make a wooden case for it to be stored more safely in the archive. 

5. David joyfully reported that he had now finished Box 3 of the archives, this being a box where 
a number of items, such as newspapers, photos etc, had been catalogued previously only as 
“news reports” or “village events”, and which he has now separated into more useful search 
types, photographed and re-catalogued. Now he is expecting further jobs! Heather thanked 

David, the job could not have been done without his significant help. The job is ongoing. 

6. Heather asked for suggestions for the design of the website and for using the large number of 
photos and news clips without drowning the reader in “see other 100 photos” messages used 
on some other sites. Mervyn has sent many news clips and census records and Heather is 
interested in the best way to display this material. What websites have people used which they 
have found easy to use and find data. 

a. Mervyn suggested grouping photos and then having links to types on the front page. 
Heather will look at the practicalities offered by the free site design facilities. 

b. Tags are used on pages and Google search does use these, but not on photos and 
better use could be made to help searches. Colin suggested ‘appetitiser’ items with 
pointers to either the same or different website. 

c. Joyce suggested for cuttings and clippings dates would be helpful, although sadly we 
are missing some dates on Biddies, we might group by decade if not the exact date.  
Could use approximate dates for taster photos asking for contributions along the lines 
of “Do you know more/better?” 

7. Jeanne has been working hard during lockdown and has not had time for much else, but she 
is happy to help with any research, an offer appreciated by Heather for the research into the 

graveyard interesting people. 

8. Anne remarked that before lockdown a relative of her father was working on the family tree. 
She had a note from the relative about attending Terling School, when teaching there was a 
Miss Rough, Miss King and Mr Hobson (Mr Hobbs) was Headteacher. 
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David told the group that while working on the archive he had found an employment document 
signed by Kathleen Rayleigh and Director of education for Miss Edith Mary King, dated 13th 
November 1930 probably the daughter of Albert E King, also a headteacher. (Archive ref 334) 
We also have a photograph of Miss King and the school children in the same item. 

9. Further discussion of the King teaching dynasty was that Pam Palmer, long term and more 
recent Terling teacher, was also a King before marriage to Jim Palmer, though she was not 
from the village having come all the way from (possibly) Wickham Bishops, across the A12!  

10. Heather; 
a. The ERO is opening so we may be able to get our postponed visit rearranged when 

people are happy to travel once again, maybe in the winter. 
b. Another item revisited during the work on the archive was (Item 57) extracts from the 

school records, originally transcribed probably by Biddy Langstone, by the school head 
in 1874. These have been scanned and courtesy of Colin transcribing into an 
electronic version we can perhaps use for other purposes in future. They make 
fascinating reading, some about the behaviour of the parents and some about the use 
of the children for various tasks during harvests, requiring them to miss schooling in 
order to get vital family income from the child’s wages. A small part will be published in 
the August 2020 Parish News. 

c. Heather has also added to the archive (item 493) the various pictures scanned back in 
approximately 2007 for John Thurgood. These were put on a CD at the time which 
Anne now has. Anne said she knew her father loved his photos to be widely seen. 
They had been used for the VDS and a Past Times item at a VDS display during the 
consultation. 

d. Anne reminded that she had a lot of Thurgood items which Heather will take into the 

church when possible. 

e. As advice for continuity and safety of data, I have asked Mervyn to be the regular 
holder of back up information regarding the website and databases used for this group, 
in addition to the database for the Parish News advertising. Happily for us, he has 
agreed and he also holds the password data for the website. I have transferred one set 
to him already and will try to make this a regular event so he has a fairly up to date 
version of everything. The data is also normally copied to the church PC. 

11. Colin. 
a. The church is now open, with a wedding planned and attendance by Rev’d Will every 

Tuesday morning, with the cleaning team one Tuesday each month. For archive visits 
please contact Sarah McNamara first to ensure the numbers are contained. It is 
suggested that people only use the archive with two people in attendance to ensure 
any accident is immediately dealt with. 

b. That the large painting, painted and donated by Joseph Strutt (1749-1802), which 
normally hangs above the door between the church and tower room, had been taken 
down at the request of the Parochial Church Council (PCC), by a restoration company 
immediately before the Covid lockdown. They are undertaking a proper review of the 
work required for any restoration, the anticipated costs of appropriate restoration, if 
required, and valuation of the painting. 

c. He is looking at the possibility of submitting a Heritage Lottery bid for the chapel 
purchase and repair. His proposal for use is, while ensuring it is not in opposition to the 
Village Hall, that it might offer small meeting or home working facilities, a learning 
centre for adults or tutoring for children, and a village museum offering more availability 
of the archive items. The problem is more one of how any use will be managed and 
maintained in future. The Heritage Lottery is currently closed for applications until at 
least October. 

d. He also outlined the potential for a Friends of All Saints’ church group. The intention of 
such groups is to offer a non-religious fundraising and supporters’ group for the 
structure of the church, as a centre of village life. They operate with but separate from, 
the churchwardens with funding raised protected from the Diocese funding grabs. 
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Friends of Essex Churches groups for example has previously donated to both the 
Millennium work on the tower kitchen and toilet facilities and the recent spire 
restoration. Feedback would be appreciated. More information can be found on 
https://www.parishresources.org.uk/friends-schemes/ We could invite the Friends to a 

Zoom meeting to find out more. 

12. Joyce asked if there was any news of new Vicar. Colin advised that there is no new Rector, no 
new vicar, no new Bishop on the horizon yet. 

13. Jeanne asked if anyone had seen the address by the new Archbishop of York, who attended 

our dedication service at short notice, who now describes himself as the Oik from Essex! 

14. Jeanne asked what was outstanding from the Spire Restoration funding. 
a. The only job outstanding from the spire lottery is regard the commemorative 

slate/stone plaque for the tower room, which requires the pricing (for supply and 
separately for fitting), agreement from the PCC and archdeacon and installation. 
Heather is yet to complete this. 

b. The Medieval Market day was not included in the bid so can be done as and when we 
can organise in future. 

15. All thanked for joining the meeting. The next meeting maybe on Zoom. 

16. Bright ideas for moving ahead with the group always welcomed! 

https://www.parishresources.org.uk/friends-schemes/

